WHO WE ARE
We, at Vista India, provide complete end-to-end solutions focused on dubbing services in a variety of languages to leading production houses and
filmmakers worldwide. We specialize in dubbing for OTT platforms, theatrical movies, broadcast, documentaries, short-films, corporate presentations.
Our studio is equipped with –

3 x Dubbing Booths
3 x Control Rooms/Stereo Mix Rooms
1 x 7.1.4 Atmos Premix (Inclusive of 5.1 and 7.1 mix)

WHAT’S TO OFFER?
Additional Dialogue Replacement
(ADR) Recording
Dubbing Script Origination
Translation and Adaptation
in secondary language preserving the
original feel of the content

Voice Casting Solution
Casting voice talents with appropriate
accent and voice texture
as per the content

Language Dubbing and
Voice Recording
Recording the performance of the voice talents
in pristine quality and sync

Re-recording dialogues of any content
using same or fresh voice talents, in the native
language to improve upon the performance
and audio quality

Audio Description Scripting and
Voice Recording
Creating Audio Description scripts and
recording a voice over for the inclusion and
enjoyment of the visually impaired audience

Audio Book Production
Creation of audio books for an enjoyable listening
experience

Project Management
and Coordination
Coordinating with clients, voice talents and all
stake holders to adhere to project timelines
for quality delivery

5.1 + 7.1 Surround Mixing
Surround sound mixing for OTT, Broadcast and
Theatrical content

Dolby Atmos 7.1.4 Mixing for OTT
New-age Immersive sound mixing for
OTT platforms

Quality Check
Dubbed Audio Language QC and
Technical QC as per Broadcast
and OTT platform specifications

OUR ASSETS
Equipped with the best hardware and software
available in the industry, we excel in delivering a
promising output to all your requirements.

DUB AND MIX ROOMS
Pro Tools 2018.12
Neumann KH120 Studio Monitors
Neumann U87, TLM 103, and Sennheiser MKH50/8050 Mics

Focusrite Clarett 8 Pre Audio Interface
Sennheiser HD280 Pro Headphones

OUR ASSETS

ATMOS ROOM
Pro Tools Ultimate 2018.12
Avid HDX
QSC Amplifiers and 7.1.4 Loudspeakers Epson
3000 Lumens Projector
Avid Control Surfaces

STUDIO SECURITY
We are a TPN-certified service provider.
We have ensured that our security measures are in line with the
latest security guidelines set by TPN.
All electronic devices and camera phones are strictly prohibited and shall be
stored in the designated lockers before entering the sensitive production
areas.
Access to the studios and production areas is monitored and allowed to
employees using their personalized access cardsonly.
Computer CPUs are physically locked in cabinets to prevent
physical access and their USB ports are disabled as well.
Industry standard end point protection systems are deployed on all network
nodes and computers.
All the employees and third parties are required to sign an
NDA with severe consequences if breached.
Our production networks and corporate internet enabled networks are
separate and isolated.
The facility is under 24/7 surveillance through CCTV cameras.

OUR STUDIO

